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experiment is to study the angular deformation behavior of.

So it is compulsory for an engineer to understand the basics of torsion theory and learn how a material of
engineering component will act under torsion stresses. Lastly, the Torsiometer, supposed to measure only the
small angles of twist in the elastic range of the specimen, was installed onto the specimen. Therefore, the twist
of a bar can be visualized as the rotational displacement of a disc with shear stresses varying linearly across
the section as depicted in Figure 3 and Figure 4, maximum stresses at external surface and zero at centre.
Gupta stated that Ii many engineering applications engineering components are subjected to torsion. Upon
sufficient torque being delivered, twisting of bar will occur and hence the formation of angle , also know as
the twist of angle. Torsional Testing of Brass, Steel and Aluminum 1. When the applied torque is acted on a
member, shear stress and deformation develop in response. The shear modulus of elasticity, G of the material
can be thus determined from this equation. Thereafter, the revolution counter was then set to zero. This
minimal principle stress, min, should be equal to the negative of max. Alternatively, by substituting in
Equation 1 into Equation 5 and rearranging the terms, Equation 7 will be formed. Subsequently, the load was
removed and the reading on the meter returned to zero. Using a pencil, a line was drawn along the length of
the specimen for which serves as a visual aid to the degree of twist that will be created when torque is applied.
Figure 1 specimen. These properties include the elastic range, proportional limit, yield point, elastic range,
plastic range and tensile strength. Upon achieving equilibrium of the arm, both the dial gauge F and digital
torque meter was then set to zero. This phenomenon is known as necking. Introduction 1. When a member is
undergoing torsion, all planes that are either parallel or perpendicular to the axis will be having a maximum
shear stress. Within the proportional limit, the stress is directly proportional to strain i. The experiment was
then started by turning the torque input hand wheel M for which the angle of twist in degree was shown on the
circular protractor. The material will not return to its original, unstressed condition when the load is removed.
Second polar moment of inertia of the shaft can be finding out by following formula where D is diameter of
the shaft. This means that the stresses are being spread throughout the twisted member and hence, exhibiting
ductility. This hence indicates that the member is being compressed; torsion puts member into compression
state. Equation 7 Utilizing Equation 7 is possible only for circular shaft that experience pure torsion and has
linear elastic properties. The failure conditions were found via this experiment and comparisons were made
between the effectiveness between hollow and solid circular shaft respectively. Further categorization of load
by building codes includes dead loads to axial loads and seismic loads etc. The end results show that mild steel
displaying ductile material property, and that of cast iron, brittle material properties i. From Figure 8, the
stress-strain curve from the origin to point M is a straight line within the elastic range is also known as the
proportional limit Hookes Law. Assumption that the member is only subjected only to torque, pure torsion
will be experienced by the member which in turn produces pure stresses. Deflection arm H was to be levelled
using the hand wheel G as shown in Figure 9. The objective of the experiment is to study the angular
deformation behavior of cast iron and mild steel when subjected to torsion. Questions and Discussions Within
the elastic limit, when a material is subjected to axial loads, it deforms not only longitudinally but also
laterally. Thereafter, with decreasing cross-sectional area, the amount of load necessary to drive the elongation
would hence vary proportionally with the crosssectional area. By conducting a torsion test and measuring the
angle of twist produced by a known torque, the value of G can hence be determined. This force shall be known
as resisting torque for which is equivalent to the applied torque. To achieve the specified objectives, the
applied torque is measured with respect to its angle of twist and using torsion formula, the shear modulus,
modulus of rupture and limit of proportionality will be determined. Load by definition is any external force
that is acting on the structure and stress is then the internal force which counters the external force s. These
complementary stresses induce tensile and compressive stresses, equal to the shear intensity, at 45 to the shear
stresses. Angle of twist graph for Cast Iron Elastic range As for those members with noncircular sections,
torsion properties are only of interest when they are to be employed in special applications such as when being
subjected to unsymmetrical bending loads that will cause twist and buckle to the members.


